Live from the Cape May Hawkwatch!
Week 7 Extensions

- **Science**: Golden Eagles are an uncommon, but regular migrant past the Cape May Hawkwatch. Use [treketellen](#) to see the dates that Golden Eagles have been observed in past years. Based on that phenology and the weather forecast, make a prediction of which day the first Golden Eagle of 2020 will be seen at the hawkwatch!

- **Math**: Look at the [treketellen](#) data for the Cape May Hawkwatch in 2019. How many accipiters (Sharp-shinned Hawks, Coopers Hawks, Northern Goshawks) were observed that year? What percentage of accipiters observed were Sharp-shinned Hawks? Compare the accipiter ratios from 2019 to 2020.

- **Language Arts**: The following are terms used to describe the presence of birds in a specific area: rare, uncommon, common, abundant. Think about the wildlife in your neighborhood. How would you assign the local species in to those four categories?

- **Social Studies**: The Whiskered Tern that was seen in Cape May in 2014, made its way to the east coast of the United States from Europe by crossing the Atlantic Ocean. Use [google maps](#) or a world map to calculate the distance of this incredible flight made by the Whiskered Tern.